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Prepare for the Needs of Aging Loved Ones 

Talking with family about changing needs as they age is difficult—so it’s tempting to leave that 
conversation for “when the time is right.” Yet the statistics show that for many, “the right time” 
doesn’t ever seem to come, and suddenly a decision needs to be made in a crisis.  

 

Being proactive can save your family a lot of stress. Here are a few tips to address healthcare 
and financial topics with older family members: 

Talk early and often.  Preparing before issues arise allows for time to think through decisions 
rather than reacting to an emergency. Your first conversation is unlikely to result in a final 
decision, so allow time to revisit the issues and take action.  
 
Be honest, but tactful and nonjudgmental.  Aging parents may have anxiety over asking for 
help and possibly losing independence. Understand these fears and approach the planning 
process in a way that empowers parents to choose their options. 
 
Gather information. Ask your loved one about their wishes regarding housing, healthcare and 
financial decisions. Discuss the situations of older friends and family you have seen, and what 
aspects could work for your family.  
 
Get organized. Key family members should know where to find important contact information, 
legal documents, passwords, and account information. You can create a binder clearly identifying 
all of this information, buy ready-made kits, or store documents in a secure virtual vault.  
 
Would you pass a “fire drill”? Think through how an emergency might affect your loved one 
physically, emotionally and financially. How would your plan play out in a medical emergency? 
What about a chronic condition or the need to live in a long-term care facility? In what scenarios 
would the plan need to change? 
 
The earlier your conversations and planning begin, the better prepared your family will be to face 
the future with confidence.   


